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Agenda, an aged care services magazine in partnership with the Australian Association of Gerontology. During the interview and subsequent publication, I was able to describe my research activities and goals. I used the publication to leverage my recruitment contacts for the research study. As a result, I was invited to visit and meet with more than 50 residential aged care administrators and their staff in facilities from four of the six Australian territories including Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia. I remember one facility in particular which was opening a new building for older adults. I was invited to attend a dedication ceremony being organized by the new facilities staff. The formal ceremony opened with a dedication to the ancestors who had protected the land over many years including indigenous aboriginal Australian groups. An elementary school choir sang original Australian songs. Near the end of the ceremony, a message was delivered by the Minister of Aging about the importance of community to all citizens of Australia. Finally, all the participants and some facility residents mingled and took tours of the newly dedicated facility which included some very sophisticated technologies used to monitor residents who were living in the facility.
Remaining in a country for an extended period of time on a Fulbright also enables a person to get up close and personal with relevant issues that are impacting the country and the United States. Some issues will not be as apparent to someone who does not live in the same countries. As part of the Fulbright experience, Fulbrighters are encouraged and supported by the organization to attend a Fulbright Orientation Program and a Presentation Dinner. During my Fulbright, this event was held in the Australian Capital Territory, the Federal Capital. The event was held to honor, present, and profile the year's Australian and American Fulbright Scholars. There was a divergence of issues presented by the scholars. For example, one scholar was conducting foreign policy analysis on the national action plan on women, peace, and security; another postgraduate scholar was conducting environmental science and biology research with Aboriginal rangers who are learning to manage an invasive tree species from Florida called the pond apple that devastates wetland habitats. The diversity of problems which are being addressed provides a unique perspective of the country in which the Fulbrighter is residing, in this case Australia.
The Fulbright experience provides scholars and students a mechanism to explore and build international relationships anywhere in the world. The selected experience can have either a teaching or research focus or both, depending on the region traveled to and the international contacts supporting the Fulbright. My Fulbright was purely research. I had made contacts with scholars in Australia who were conducting similar research, as I was stateside. These contacts were invaluable as I organized my letters of support and began to contemplate the research project I would conduct while in Australia. In my research preparation, I had to acquire Institutional Review Board approval from two Universities including the Macquarie University where I conducted most of the work and also from the University in the Midwestern United States where I normally reside. Interestingly, but not surprisingly, human subject projections in research are important to both countries although the process for acquiring approval was slightly different on each university campus.
Outcomes of the Fulbright have exceeded my expectations. During the Fulbright, I worked with two other postacute care experts on a book released in July 2018 titled An Introduction to Health Information Technology in LTPAC Settings. The book includes an international chapter that includes some descriptions of findings from the Australian residential aged care interviews. I have several peer reviewed journal publications in review illustrating the research results discovered during the Fulbright. I gave four presentations about research innovations in older adult housing, as part of a Fulbright extension that I received titled the New Zealand Aged Care Lecture Series. After returning home, I have also served as a Fulbright Ambassador giving short lectures about my experience and details of research outcomes at various sites here in the United States. I continue to serve the Fulbright organization by conducting regional peer reviews of grants for future Fulbrighters. I also accepted my first Fulbright PhD student who is visiting the United States; she is from Ghana.
These outcomes and experiences have provided a great deal of personal and professional satisfaction for me. After my Fulbright was completed, I met dozens of Fulbright Alumni as part of an international network of scholars and students who had achieved great outcomes building international collaborations in research and teaching. Building international collaborations is a great way to explore similarities and differences of environments, international issues, and cultures of our world. The Fulbright organization provides a mechanism to access these opportunities. I highly recommend this mechanism for scholars and students interested in building international relations.
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